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WARNING!

AGE WARNING!
This radio controlled (RC) vehicle is not a toy! You must be 14 years of age or older to operate this vehicle. 
Adult supervision is required.

RISK OF RUNAWAY VEHICLE OR INJURY!
Never turn on the vehicle or plug in the battery pack without first having the controller turned on.

RISK OF FIRE! / RISK OF EXPLOSION!
There is a risk of fire and explosion when dealing with batteries. Rechargeable batteries may become hot and There is a risk of fire and explosion when dealing with batteries. Rechargeable batteries may become hot and 
catch fire if left unattended or charged too quickly. Use extra caution when charging LiPO batteries. Use only 
LiPO specific chargers. Use a LiPO safe charging pouch when charging LiPOs. Charge away from flammable 
materials. Never charge at a rate higher than 1C. {2000Mah pack= 2amps charge rate). Overcharging can lead 
to fire and explosion. Always store battery packs in a cool dry place.

RISK OF BURNS!
The batteries, electronic speed controller (ESC), electric motor, and other areas of the vehicle can get hot. The batteries, electronic speed controller (ESC), electric motor, and other areas of the vehicle can get hot. 
Burns can occur if touched after vehicle operation. Allow adequate time to cool before handling.

RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK!
Use caution when charging batteries. Do not touch positive and negative leads together. Do not lay battery on 
metal. Use only chargers specified for the battery type being charged. Keep batteries and chargers away from 
water.

RISK OF INJURY!
Hobby grade RC vehicles can cause serious injury or death if not operated correctly. Never use vehicle in Hobby grade RC vehicles can cause serious injury or death if not operated correctly. Never use vehicle in 
crowds. Never chase people or animals. Drive in safe open areas only. Keep body parts away from moving 
parts.

RISK OF DAMAGE!
Never operate RC vehicles on public roads. Damage of vehicle and property can occur. Only operate on open Never operate RC vehicles on public roads. Damage of vehicle and property can occur. Only operate on open 
private property. Never charge the battery pack while it is still plugged into the RC vehicle. Always unplug the 
battery pack from the electronic speed controller (ESC) and remove the battery from the RC vehicle before 
charging. Failure to do so will result in damage to the vehicle’s electronics.

WARNING!
Do not mix old and new batteries. Do not mix alkaline, lithium, standard (carbon zinc), or rechargeable (nickel 
cadmium) batteries. Do not change or charge batteries in a hazardous location.

FCC Compliance Statement!FCC Compliance Statement! The radio included with your vehicle complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. 
Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and  
(2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired 
operations. Note:  This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital operations. Note:  This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital 
device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection 
against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio 
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful 
interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a 
particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which 
can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the 
interference by one of the following measures:
    Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
    Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
    Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
    Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.
WARNING: WARNING: Any changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance 
could void the user's authority to operate this equipment.
WARNING: While operating the Radio, a separation distance of at least 20 centimeters must be maintained 
between the radiating antenna and the body of the user or nearby persons in order to meet the FCC RF 
exposure guidelines.

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED WITH VEHICLE BEFORE OPERATING
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STOP

WELCOME TO HOBBY GRADE RC VEHICLES

Congratulations on your new hobby grade radio control vehicle. Hobby grade Radio Control 
(RCs) offer many advantages over radio controlled vehicles sold in the toy department. One of 
the greatest advantages of hobby grade RC vehicles is the ability to set up the vehicle the way 
YOU want it. This includes changing gear ratios to better suit your terrain, tuning the many 
adjustable suspension components like ride height and geometry, as well as customizing the 
overall appearance of your vehicle. Redcat Racing hobby grade RC vehicles were designed with 
all these characteristics in mind to provide you with much fun and adjustability.

Redcat hobby grade RC vehicles are incredibly fast! While going fast is fun and exciting, it also Redcat hobby grade RC vehicles are incredibly fast! While going fast is fun and exciting, it also 
comes with a great deal of responsibility. An RC vehicle traveling at full speed carries much 
momentum. Getting hit in the leg at high speeds hurts and serious injury may occur. Property 
damage, as well as damage to your RC vehicle, is also possible. Great care must be used while 
operating these vehicles. 

Redcat radio controlled vehicles are engineered for performance as well as durability. This means Redcat radio controlled vehicles are engineered for performance as well as durability. This means 
shedding weight where ever possible and using complex suspension components that offer many 
tuning options. This allows the operator to make adjustments that will affect the way the vehicle 
responds to all aspects of the terrain. As you may know, any RC vehicle, whether it is hobby or 
toy grade, can break. How and when it breaks depends solely on your driving style. Unfortunate-
ly, breakage is unpredictable. While you may break parts on a small, gentle looking crash, those 
big crashes, where breakage is almost guaranteed, you may not break anything. Unlike toy grade 
RCs, hobby grade RCs are designed with parts replacement in mind. Spare parts are readily RCs, hobby grade RCs are designed with parts replacement in mind. Spare parts are readily 
available from Redcat and more durable aluminum parts may be available as well. It is 
recommended to keep spare parts on hand so if you run into that oak tree at full speed, you will 
have the necessary replacement parts to get you up and running again quickly.

Appearance is just as important as speed and handling. Who wants to go fast and look good 
doing it? You do! That is why Redcat has also designed their vehicles to look as good as they 
perform. Accessories may also be added to your vehicle to customize its looks. As mentioned 
earlier, Redcat hobby grade RC vehicles are completely customizable and that is where all the 
fun is.

Imagine yourself being on the pit crew of a full scale race team, making suspension adjustments Imagine yourself being on the pit crew of a full scale race team, making suspension adjustments 
for better handling or changing the gearing to get that hole-shot from the start. That is the feeling 
you will get when adjusting the suspension on your new Redcat. Increase ride height so you can 
clear the driveway with a single jump or thicken the oil inside the oil filled shocks to make high 
speed laps around your front yard. The possibilities are endless with Redcat, so put on your 
favorite pit crew cap, grab your Redcat and have the time of your life! 

This is not a toy and should not be treated as one. Electric motors are very powerful and need to 
be used only as directed. Follow the included instructions closely and be sure to keep hands 
away from the hot surfaces of the motor and the electronic speed controller (ESC). Make sure 
you read all manuals, including the online manual, completely before attempting to run your RC 
vehicle or charge the battery pack. 

The batteries in this RC vehicle are potentially dangerous. Follow all charging and operating 
instructions found in this manual as well as the ESC manual. If improperly used, property instructions found in this manual as well as the ESC manual. If improperly used, property 
damage, product damage, and potential injury to the operator may occur.

WARNING

Recommended for ages 14+ (with adult supervision)
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NOTE:
This vehicle includes a rechargeable battery pack and charger. Please read the charging instruc-
tion page before attempting to charge your battery pack.

WARNING:
Never use a drill or powered screw driver while working on RC vehicles. The heat 
generated from fast turning screws can melt the threads inside the plastic. This can 
cause loose parts, resulting in poor performance, premature wear, and breakage.

Wire cuttersWrench, 5.5mm Precision ruler

Socket driversHex driversSpare battery pack

Silicone greaseSilicone oilBody reamerPolycarbonate scissorsFast Charger

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT

AA batteries for transmitter
(Number of batteries may
vary per vehicle)

Hobby knife

Flat & Phillips screwdrivers
Needle nose pliers

Large & small cross wrenches

Cyanoacrylate (CA) glue

Thread locking compound Hex wrenches

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT
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UNPACKING & SET-UP
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UNDERSTANDING BATTERY PACKS
We will go over four different types of battery packs in this section. NiCd, NiMH, Li-ion, and LiPo. 
Although these four types of batteries have their differences, they also have some things in 
common. Each battery needs to be charged with a charger designed to charge that specific type 
of battery. Below are some terms used when talking about batteries.
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UNDERSTANDING BATTERY PACKS
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Direct Sunlight: Never store 
LIPO batteries in direct sunlight 
as it may cause overheating 
and failure. 

Cold Environments: Storing LIPO 
batteries in cold environments or 
directly on concrete floors may 
prematurely drain the battery.

Swollen or hissing: Move battery to 
safe location and let sit till hissing 
stops; then discard according to 
local laws.

On Fire: Using appropriate fire 
extinguisher, put out fire and call 
the local fire department.

FIREPROOF BOXCorrect charging:  
Battery may get warm 
to the touch, but never 
hot.

Charging too fast, too long, 
or using NON-LIPO 
specific charger: Battery 
could catch fire!

LIPO batteries are efficient and have high capacity capabilities, which is why they are so popular 
in the RC industry. They provide both long run times and massive power, allowing the user to drive 
their RC car fast for long periods of time. There are however, some extra precautions that must be 
taken while using LIPO batteries. If the rules below are followed, you should be able to enjoy your 
LIPO packs for many years. However, if they are not followed, injury and damage may occur. 

LIPO SAFETY & CARE
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Brushless motors need an 
electrical supply to the coils 
as well, but the coils are 
mounted to the inside of the 
motor can instead of the 
shaft. This allows a direct 
wire connection. The 
magnets are mounted to the magnets are mounted to the 
center shaft, called a rotor, 
and no brushes are needed. 
Brushless motors run more 
efficiently than brushed 
motors because there’s no 
friction and loss of current 
from brushes rubbing from brushes rubbing 
against a commutator. This 
means more power and 
longer run times. Although 
brushless motors are 
efficient, they still create heat 
and overheating any electric 
motor can cause failure.

Motor Can

Rotor

End Bell

Brushed motors use magnets mounted to the 
inside walls of the motor can. The center 
shaft, called an armature, contains wire coils 
used to create positive and negative charges. 
In order for these coils to work, they must 
have power supplied to them. Brushed 
motors use brushes to transfer power to the 
center shaft through the commutator, located center shaft through the commutator, located 
toward the top of the shaft. A typical motor 
uses two brushes as seen to the right. These 
brushes must keep constant contact to the 
commutator in order to charge the coils and 
keep the motor running. As you can imagine, 
lots of heat and friction are created between 
the brushes and commutator. Keeping this the brushes and commutator. Keeping this 
part of the motor clean is important to having 
a good running motor. Motor cleaning sprays 
are sold at hobby stores and come in easy to 
use spray cans. Spray the end of the motor 
that contains the brushes with motor spray 
every couple of runs to keep it working prop-
erly. Thin bearing oil can be used to lubricate 
the bearings or bushings after cleaning.

Commutator

Motor Can

Armature

Brush

Brush

End Bell

There are two types of electric motors used in RC vehicles, brushed and brushless. Redcat offers vehicles 
with brushed motors as well as vehicles with brushless motors. In this section we will compare the two.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
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VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
There is much fun to be had running RC vehicles. To ensure continued fun throughout the years, 
here are some maintenance tips to follow.
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WEBSITE FACEBOOK BLOG YOUTUBE

TROUBLESHOOTING ELECTRIC
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Vehicle won’t steer or 
move

Vehicle steers but 
won't move

Grinding sound

Motor spins but vehicle 
won't move

Vehicle bounces while Vehicle bounces while 
driving fast

Vehicle turns to the 
side automatically

Clicking noise while 
steering

Sluggish steering

Loss of controlLoss of control

Battery pack won't 
charge

Vehicle moves with no 
throttle input

• Transmitter not turned on
• Transmitter batteries are dead
• ESC not turned on
• Battery pack not charged or
  plugged in

• Battery pack not charged
• Motor wires loose• Motor wires loose
• ESC needs to be reset

• Gear mesh too loose
• Gears worn

• Hex inside wheel is rounded out
• Dogbone missing or damaged

• Drive cup has loose or missing
  setscrew  setscrew

• Dirt stuck inside rims
• Bent axle or driveshaft
• Water-soaked tire foam

• Steering trim needs adjusting
• Servo saver too loose
• Front wheels have too much
  toe-out  toe-out
• Steering servo horn needs 
  realigning or replaced
• Servo gears stripped

• Servo gears stripped
• Servo horn stripped

• Servo saver too loose

• Transmitter batteries too low• Transmitter batteries too low
• Fractured or cut receiver an-
  tenna

• Loose connection
• Bad battery pack
• Using wrong charger

• Throttle trim is not set properly
• ESC needs to be re-calibrated• ESC needs to be re-calibrated

• Turn on transmitter
• Replace transmitter batteries
• Turn on ESC
• Charge battery pack and ensure
  proper connection

• Charge battery pack
• Plug in motor securely• Plug in motor securely
• Follow ESC manual to reset

• Reset gear mesh
• Replace gears

• Replace rim
• Reinstall Dogbone, replace if
  damaged
• Tighten or replace drive cup set• Tighten or replace drive cup set
  screw

• Clean rims
• Replace axle or driveshaft
• Ring water out of tire and foam

• Adjust transmitter steering trim
• Tighten servo saver
• Set 0º toe at front wheels, refer• Set 0º toe at front wheels, refer
  to setup guide
• Check servo horn, replace if
  worn
• Replace servo

• Replace servo
• Replace servo horn

• Tighten servo saver• Tighten servo saver

• Replace transmitter batteries
• Replace receiver

• Ensure proper connection
• Replace battery pack
• Use NiMH charger for NiMH &
  LIPO charger for LIPOs

• Set transmitter throttle trim• Set transmitter throttle trim
• Re-calibrate the ESC

TROUBLE SHOOTING ELECTRIC
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Driving Toward

Driving Away

DRIVING TIPS

STOP
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ADVANCED DRIVING TIPS

Here is an example: Let’s say you are driving in loose dirt. You are 
traveling at full speed and you want to make a left hand turn while 
maintaining most of your speed. You turn the wheel left spinning the 
vehicle 360 degrees resulting in a complete loss of speed.

on the throttle can strip gears.

Adding steering input in conjunction with throttle inputs will cause a whole new outcome. Let’s say Adding steering input in conjunction with throttle inputs will cause a whole new outcome. Let’s say 
you are in mid flight, your left front tire is closest to the ground, and you want to level the vehicle 
out. In this case you would steer left and apply throttle. This will raise the left front tire. Applying 
too much throttle will raise the left front tire too high. Here is a good rule of thumb. Steer into the 
front corner of the vehicle you want to correct and apply the appropriate trigger response. Re-
member, applying throttle raises the nose and applying the brake lowers it. This will take a lot of 
practice, so be sure to have some spare parts on hand. Bad landings can do lots of damage.

As you become comfortable driving your Redcat RC vehicle, you may want to drive smoother and
with more precision so you can go faster. Here are a few driving tips that are sure to add some 
excitement.

SLIDE

PUSH BRAKES

PULL THROTTLE

STOP
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Redcat Racing cars, trucks, and buggies offer many tuning options to help you achieve the exact feel 
you like in a vehicle. These tuning options include shock position, ride height, camber, toe in or out, 
shock stiffness, and over all suspension geometry.

SETUP TIPS
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UPPER LINK ANGLE:
The angle of the upper links also affect chassis roll.

PARALLEL UPPER LINK:
When the upper link is parallel (level) to the lower arm, the chassis has a tendency to roll more 
giving more cornering traction on low grip tracks.

ANGLED UPPER LINK:
You must first understand, when I refer to an angled upper link, I'm referring to the inside of the link You must first understand, when I refer to an angled upper link, I'm referring to the inside of the link 
angling downward. This will give the vehicle a more stable feel with less overall traction. This is 
good for high bite tracks where stability is needed.

FRONT OR REAR:
Keep in mind, changes made to the rear affect the rear and changes made to the front affect the Keep in mind, changes made to the rear affect the rear and changes made to the front affect the 
front. Both front and rear traction affect the vehicle’s turn ability. Less traction in the front will make 
the vehicle more difficult to steer, but less traction in the rear will make the vehicle steer more 
easily.

FRONT

SETUP TIPS
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SETUP TIPS
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fig.1 fig.2 fig.3

Proper gear mesh is very important. Improperly 
meshed gears will result in gear and/or motor, 
ESC, and battery failure.

1. Loosen the motor mount screws, allowing the 
motor to slide, opening the gap between the 
pinion and spur gear.
2. Place a strip of paper between the pinion and 2. Place a strip of paper between the pinion and 
spur gears.

3. Firmly press the pinion to the spur gear.
4. Ensure blue thread lock is on the motor 
mounting screws & lightly tighten each screw.
5. Check for movement between the two gears 5. Check for movement between the two gears 
(fig.1) (fig.2) (fig.3) and tighten the motor mount 
screws  completely. Alternate between screws 
as tightening.
6. Remove paper and check gear mesh. See 
(fig.1) (fig.2) (fig.3) below.
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SETTING GEAR MESH

TESTING GEAR MESH
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Piston inserts:            (1, 2, or 3 holes)

Shock oil:            wt.     

Shock Position: 
                   Top:  1        2        3
             Bottom:  1        2        3

Upper Link Position:
                        Inside: Upper       Lower
                     Outside:  Inner       Outer

Camber Deg:
                      Negative:         degrees
                      Positive:           degrees

SETUP SHEET
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Piston inserts:            (1, 2, or 3 holes)

Shock oil:            wt.     

Shock Position: 
                   Top:  1        2        3
             Bottom:  1        2        3

Upper Link Position:
                        Inside: Upper       Lower
                     Outside:  Inner       Outer

Pinion Gear:            teeth

Spur Gear:               teeth

Spur Gear: metal        plastic

Rear Diff Oil:             wt.

Camber Deg:
                      Negative:         degrees
                      Positive:           degrees

SETUP SHEET
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PERFORMANCE UPGRADES
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Scan the QR code with 
your smart phone to go 
directly to our website: 
www.redcatracing.com

Scan the QR code with 
your smart phone to go 
directly to our Blog site: 
www.redcatrc.com

To see which performance upgrades are available for your model, go to: www.redcatracing.com

To see what others are doing with their Redcat Racing vehicles, check out our Facebook page 
and Blog site.

Redcat Racing offers many parts upgrade options that are geared toward hardcore performance. 
Performance that makes your hair stand on end and your blood boil. Hardcore Redcat 
performance! Performance that allows you to blast around the back yard or track while leaving 
everyone else in the dust! Performance that allows you to take that big jump you USED TO break 
parts on! I'm talking about aluminum! Redcat offers many aluminum performance upgrades that 
not only add durability, but precision. The kind of precision, and added tune ability, impossible to 
achieve with stock plastic parts. I'm talking hardcore performance aluminum upgrades.
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WARNING!

AGE WARNING!
This radio controlled (RC) vehicle is not a toy! You must be 14 years of age or older to operate this vehicle. 
Adult supervision is required.

RISK OF RUNAWAY VEHICLE OR INJURY!
Never turn on the vehicle or plug in the battery pack without first having the controller turned on.

RISK OF FIRE! / RISK OF EXPLOSION!
There is a risk of fire and explosion when dealing with batteries. Rechargeable batteries may become hot and 

operations. Note:  This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital 
device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection 
against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio 
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful 
interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a 
particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which 
can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the 
interference by one of the following measures:
    Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
    Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
    Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
    Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.
WARNING: WARNING: Any changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance 
could void the user's authority to operate this equipment.
WARNING: While operating the Radio, a separation distance of at least 20 centimeters must be maintained 
between the radiating antenna and the body of the user or nearby persons in order to meet the FCC RF 
exposure guidelines.

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED WITH VEHICLE BEFORE OPERATING
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